For the past decades, the estimation of population mean is one of sampling survey techniques and much effort has been employed to improve the precision of estimates. In this research work, we proposed a modified ratio mean of the variable of interest using median stratified random sampling scheme. The expression of bias and MSE of the proposed estimator have been obtained under large sample approximation, asymptotically optimum estimator (AOE) is identified with its approximate MSE formula. Estimator based on "estimated optimum values" was also investigated. Theoretical and empirical comparison of proposed estimator with some other ratio and product estimator justified the performance of the proposed estimat minimum of 15 percent reduction in the MSE from each of the existing ratio and product estimators considered. Thus most preferred over the existing estimators for the use in practical application.
INTRODUCTION
Auxiliary variable(s) has been widely discussed in sampling theory and population study variables are in used in survey sampling to obtain improved sampling designs and to achieve more precision in the estimates of some population parameters such as the mean and the vari variable of interest. This information may be used at both the design stage, execution stage and estimation stage of designing a survey. The estimation of population mean is a burning issue in sampling theory and many efforts have been mad to improve the precision of the estimate. In survey sample literature, a great variety of techniques for using auxiliary information by means of ratio, regression and product methods have been used in the presence of one or more auxiliary variables. I also established that if the regression line of the variable under study and the auxiliary variable is through the origin and are positively correlated the best estimator to be used is ratio estimator likewise if the regression line of the variable under study and the auxiliary variable is through the origin and are negatively correlated the best estimator to be used is product estimator, on the other hand when the regression line does not pass through the origin but makes an intercept along the y-axis and there is weak correlation either positive or negative between the auxiliary variable and the variable of interest the best to used is the linear regression estimator 2002). In modern surveys, the scientific technique for selecting a sample is that of selecting a probability
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In stratified design the population under investigation is divided into different strata so as to obtain the homogeneity with each stratum and sample observation are drawn within each stratum by well known simple random sampling. The disadvantage of using simple random sampling (SRS) when the population is not homogeneous have been comprehensively documented in the literature (see for instance, (Cochran 1977) , more so, research by several authors reveal that product estimator performs better than ratio and product type estimators in simple random sampling (SRS) under stratification and other certain conditions. These therefore motivate us to propose in stratified random sampling design and study its properties.
Background of the Study
Consider a finite population ( , ,..., )
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where The direct generalization of Sisodia and Dwivedi (1981) transformation of the auxiliary variable in stratified random sampling design by Kadilar and Cingi (2003) , is defined as
. Then equation (2.5) and (2.6) will be
. It should be noted that the difference between combined ratio and Sisodia and Dwivedi (1981) 
The Subramani and Kumarapandiyan (2012) stratified ratio and product estimator are define in equation (2.13) and (2.14) respectively
The corresponding bias and MSE of the estimator in equation (2.13) and (2.14) are given in equation (2.15) and (2.16) respectively
Proposed Estimator
Motivated by the direct generalization of Sisodia and Dwivedi (1981), Housila and Neha-Agnihotri (2008), Singh and Vishwakarma (2011) , Subramani and Kumarapandiyan (2012) , Using the various definitions above we proposed the separate and combine ratio-product estimator respectively as δ is a real constant to be determined such that the mean square error of
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T reduces to the following set of known estimators,
which is due to Singh and Espejo (2003) iii For ( ) ( ) Taking the expectation of both side of (3.4), we obtained the bias of ( ) ( )
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T to the first degree of approximation as
T is almost unbiased.
Squaring Taking the expectation of both sides of (3.6), we get the mean square error MSE of ( )
T to the first order of approximation as
To obtain the value of h δ that minimizes the MSE of 
Putting (3.8) in (3.7), we get the Asymptotically Optimum Estimator (AOE) as
Substitution of (3.8) in (3.7) yield the minimum MSE of
which is equal to the approximate MSE of stratified regression estimator as
, is the sample estimate of the population regression coefficient h 
Putting (4.1) in (3.7) we obtain the MSE of ( ) ( )
It follows from (4.2) that the proportional increase in MSE of
Which clearly shows that to ensure only a small relative increase in MSE of
η must be in the neighborhood of "zero" if ρ is high but can depart substantially from "zero" if h ρ is moderate.
Efficiency Comparison
It is well known under SRSWOR that
From (3.7) and (5.1) we have
which is non-negative if
It is to be noted that for h δ = 1, the estimator ( ) S R P T reduces to the stratified ratio-type estimator
where for h δ = 0 , the estimator ( ) S RP T turns out to be the stratified product-type estimator
To the first degree of approximation the mean squared errors of
From (3.7), (5.5) and (5.6), we have
It follows from (5.7) and (5.8) that the ratio-product estimator ( ) 
ii The product-type estimator 
From (3.7), (5.13) and (5.14) we have ( )
From (5.15) and (5.16), we note that the ratio-product estimator ( ) S R P T is better than i The stratified ratio type estimator
ii The product-type estimator
Estimator based on the Optimum value
The optimum value of h δ at (3.8) is
Where h θ is a known quantity and
Replacing h β and h R by their consistent estimators
respectively.
From (6.1) we get a consistent estimator of 0h
If the experimenter is unable to guess the value of h K , then it is worth advisable to replace K by h K ) in (3.9).
Thus, the estimator based on the estimated 'optimum' value.
To obtain the MSE of ( 
Now squaring both sides of (6.5) and neglecting the terms of ' h e s having power greater than the second we
Taking the expectation of both sides of (6.6) we get the mean square error MSE of
to the first order of approximation as
Which is equal to the minimum MSE of in (6.3), based on 'estimated optimum value' to the first degree of approximation is same as that of
given by (3.9). So it is interesting to note the estimator
in (6.3) can be used as an alternative to the
given by (3.9) if the value of the parameter is not known.
Data Presentation for Stratified Random Sampling
we consider a natural population data earlier considered by Singh and Chaudary 1986 given in page 162.
Y : Total number of Trees, X : Area under orchards in hectares. 
. , 1 0 0 . 
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It was observed from the analysis that in stratified random sampling that the proposed estimator have the minimum MSE and bias compared to some ratio and product estimators in existence and mean per unit estimator, and the proposed estimator attain its minimum MSE at its optimum value. Evidence from the study revealed that the proposed estimator is more efficient than the already existing ratio, product and ratio-product type estimators based on some certain conditions and efficiency conditions. Therefore, there is always need to ensure that the auxiliary variable is highly correlated with the study variable. Also where there is correlation between the auxiliary variable and the study variable and such population is non-homogeneous, stratified random sampling will be more appropriate. when there is no correlation between the auxiliary variable and the study variable, the application of singlephase sample will not yield more efficient or the mean per unit will be more efficient. 
